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REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPROVED MODELING OF THE ORBITAL ATMOSPHERE
Frank A. Marcos, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Satellite accelerometer data are available for seven time
periods during theoPeriod 1974-present. All seasons and
latitudes up to 83 are covered. Deviations between the
accelerometer data and current models are greatest for high
geographic latitudes and high geomagnetic index, although about
a 15 percent standard deviation persists between the models and
the accelerometer data even at low latitudes and geomagnetically
quiet times.
Accelerometer data give density times the ballistic
coefficient, (CdA/m), and it is therefore necessary to estimate



















































































SOLAR CYCLE COVERAGE OF SATELLITE ACCELEROMETER DATA
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Satellite accelerometer flight history and solar activity
vs. time.
TABLE i. SATELLITE ACCELEROMETER DATA SOURCES
Satellite. Data Acquisition Period
AE-C Jan - Dec 74
$3- 1 Oct 74 - May 75
AE-D Oct 75 - Jan 76
AE-E Nov 75 - Nov 76
$3-4 May - Aug 78
SETA-I Mar - Apr 79
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Fig. 7. SETA-I density ratios to J71 (with Kp = I) plotted in geomag-
netic latitude - geomagnetic local time. The four Kp bins




Fig. 8. Density response to geomagnetic activity calculated from the























I LOWER ATMOSPHERE }_
Schematic block diagram illustrating interactions between
the lower atmosphere, thermosphere and magnetosphere.
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